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INTERVENTIONS
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Figure 1: “iSpy is a powerful and lightweight event display
used for the CMS experiment at the LHC. It reads in an ig
file which contains event and geometry information”

At an international level, the Masterclassis
an attempt to bring society and young
people closer to current particle physics
and the LHC experiments at CERN, which
involves

highest-level

sophisticated

technology. It is worth noting that the LHC
is the largest particle accelerator ever built
in terms of size and power, and that it has
allowed us to observe the Higgs boson.

Source: http://cms-outreach.github.io/ispy/ (last access
17/04/2016)
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See also: Silva, V.C. (2014): “Hands on CERN como
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access 20/03/2016).
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it is but one model among many others.
Thus, ignoring alternative representations
would betray the pluralistic, critical nature
of scientific research.Therefore, there
seems to be an inherent challenge
not only to the Masterclass – Handson CERN, but also to science education
in general: How do we disclose not a
theory, event or experiment, nor just
a scientific institution, but rather the
“value of science”? How do we go beyond
“advertising” and communication, and
make it so that science education will
serve to create a scientific culture in the
broadest sense? To what degree are the
students of Masterclassin Rio educated
in a critical environment of theoretical
pluralism? Time will tell if students in Rio
are only introduced to the experiments at
CERN or to a scientific research attitude
that is broader and more critical. Judging
by the way physics is contextualized in the
Brazilian version of the project, it certainly
seems there are reasons for optimism.

